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Abstract
The outstanding noise and radiation hardness characteristics
of epitaxial-channel junction field-effect- transistors (JFET)
suggest that a monolithic preamplifier based upon them may be
able to meet the strict specifications for calorimeiry at high
luminosity colliders. Results obtained so far with a buried layer
planar technology, among them an entire monolithic chargesensitive preampiifier, are described.

imegratioiT programme isdescribedby the circuit diagram of Fig.
L [1]. It employsonly N-channei JFETs and a diode^level sJiiiter.
TheidrautofKg. Lconsistsofairiiiputcascode:(J.i,l2) with
an active, load (Ij, J4) and 3L bootstrapping: source: followerI7,

L INTRODUCTION"
The: present paper discusses die results achieved so far in a
research and development program which aims at realising: a
monolithic charge-sensitive preampiifier employing epitaxialchannel JFETs.
The; silicon JFET, by virtue of its good noise behaviour, its
high radiation resistance: and its ability to operate at: cryogenic:
temperatures, appears to be: a suitable front-end element in
calorimetry applications at high luminosity colliders [1.2].
Among the existing JFET technologies, the one employing an
epitaxial layeriorthecharmelandadiffusedgatesull presents the
bestnoise performances. Discrete JFETs basedon diis technology
featureindeedthe lowest amount of noise in die low-frequency
region. Besides, their white; noise; follows rather closely the
theoretically expected behaviour for the channel thermal noise.
Contribudonsduetospreading resistances are usually negligible.
It can be, therefore, understood why the monolithic integration
of epitaxial channel JFETsby a process able to retain their noise
characteristics is a task worth pursuing. It is not an easy task,
V-(-6V)
though, for the epitaxial channel JFET does not lend itself to a
straightforward monolithic integration.
Fig. 1 Circuit diagram of the N-channel JFET charge-scnsiuve
The preamplifier assumed as a target in the: monolithic
preamplifier.
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which serves also the purpose of buffering the high impedance
point on the drain of J2- The signal n?uh is completed by the;
output source follower J9. The feedback resistor Rf and the
capacitor Cf, are not part of the monolithic chip, but rather
externally added components in the present version of the
preamplifier. As pointed out in [1], the JFETs on the signal path,
Jj, J7, J7, J9 are realised as short channel (SC) units, 5 jun gate
lenghu in order to achieve an adequately large gain-bandwidth
product. Instead, J3 through Jg and Jg, forwhich the requirement
of a large rQg is more important, are: realised as long: channel
(LQ devices, about: Tjim gate lenghu
The monolidiic integration of the circuit of Fig. 1 brings about
several technological difficulties irrorderto retain the noise and
radiation resistance; characteristics that the individual' JFETs
would feature as discrete elements [2].
A dielectric isolation process seemed at: a first glance, to
provide diernostsuitableapproach.Difficulties in theprocurcment
of Dielectrically Isolated(DI) materiaimeeting the specifications
and featuring; adequate quality prompted the: development of a
junction isolatedprocess. First,aprocessempioying deep trenches
(V-grooves) for achieving: interdevice isolation has, been tried
[2], The low yield due; to the presence; of th& broad and: deep:
grooves required irr monolithic: JFET circuits led to: the
development of a fully planar process based on a buried layer
junction similar ta the: one already in use in bipolar monolithic
integration [3.4].
Regardless off the technology employed, the preamplifier is
describedby die; the layout shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig.. I Cross-section of a JFET in the buried layer process.

The buried layers define the tubs on which die JFETs are
realized and, together with the vertical isolation diffusion,
constitute the backside gate. An N-type epitaxial layer grown on
topr of the chip, provides the channel region of die JFETs.
Thedopingimfflem thegateregion of diedevice, before the
diffusion of the topside: gate is shown irr Fig. 4
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Fig. 2 Layout of the N-JJ?fcr preamplifier of Fig. 1. The die size
is 3 mm x 3 mm.

H. REAUSATJON BASED ON THE
BURIED LAYER APPROACH
The buried layer process starts from an N-type substrate into
which highly doped p-iype regions (buried layars) with acceptor
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Fig. 4 Doping profile in the gate region of the device priorto the
diffusion of the topside gate.

The extent to which die JFET realised on a buried layer chip
approaches the transconductance characteristics of the
corresponding discrete devices is shown in Fig. 5.
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problem of excess thermal noise due to die spreading resistance
associated with the backside gate, which was present in die
devices described in [2].
Compared to the discrete unit of equal dimensions, the JFET
part of the monolithic chip implemented in the buried layer
technology has a somewhat higher low-frequency noise and ibis
may be related to die fact dial the growing process of die N-type
epitaxial layer, which defines the channel, cannot be considered
fully optimised as yet
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Fig. 5T Transconduoance: g ^ and gm<1b nM " J ^ functions of
drain current % far a discrete JFET, NJ450 (thickerline)
and the corresponding device, paitaf a monolithic chip in
biuied layer technology (W=LL400 \un) (thinner line).

Ccmparedto die double epilayer,V-^oove devices described
in [2], die: JFETs: obtained as: parts:of a monolithic buried layer
chip have a much betternoisebehaviour, as apparent in Fig. 6.
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A test, soncture: of die. mcnolidtic preamplifier has been
realisedaccoiriing to the buried-layer process. It differs from the
circuit diagram of Fig. 1 for just one point, dial: is, die on-diechip, diode-based dc level shifter has been replaced by an
externalresistiveshifter, in order tc leave diefteedomof adjusting
the internal voltages in the preamplifier. Besides, bonding pads
have been added in some points of the: circuits to allow the
measurement of the standing currents in the different branches of
die circuit.
The standing: current in I}, which according: to die circuit
diagram of Fig. 1 is determined by dieTrjsjofTj was found to
be larger than the expected value, about: 10 mA insteadof 5mA.
Such a difference, which is reflectedalso in apower dissipation,
290. m W, largely exceeding, die design value, is related to die:
control of the pinch-off, and Ijjss v a u i e s . which have, not: yet
been optimised in die: buried-layer process.
At the measured current of 10 mA, J^ has a transconductance
of48.5mAyV.
The; noise behaviour of die monolidnc preamplifier is
summarisetiinfigures7and8 that show results of measurements
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Fig. 6 Noise voltage spectra of discrete NJ450 (a) and the
corresponding part (W=11400nm) on the buried layer
monolithic chip (b).
The comparison is carried out in conditions of equal
tnuisconductance, 30.5 mA/V for bodi devices. According to
Fig. 8, die device part of the monolithic buried layer chip has a
noise voltage density in the white noise region which equals the
value of the corresponding discrete device, thus overcoming the
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Fig. 7 EquivalentNoiseChargeasafuncuonofdieumeconstant
T of die scmigaussian filter. The peaking time in the
impulse response of die pnampJifier-ampiifier system is
2t. The detector simulating capacitance CQ is the
parameter of the family of curves.

carried out by connecting the preamplifier to a semigaussian
shaping amplifier. The equivalent noise charge ENC at five
different values of the capacitance CQ simulating the detector is
plotted in Fig. 7 as a runction of the shaping time constantx of the
filter. At a detector capacitance of 480 pF and at a shaping time
constant of 100 ns, an ENC of less than 4000 rms electrons has
been measured.
The dependence of the Equivalent Noise Charge on the
detector simulating capacitance C Q is shown in Fig. 8.
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As it emerges from Table I, the agreement between the
measured and the calculated values of dENC/dCrj is very good,
so that die total noise referred to the preamplifier input is very
close to the channel thermal noise of the input transistor J j .
rV. F U T U R E W O R K
Optimisation of the buried layer process from the point of
view of a tighter control of the pinch-off voltages must be
achieved in order to increase the yield and keep the power
dissipation close to the design value.
An alternative preamplifier configuration in which Jj is
implemented as a tetrode structure will also be considered. A
complete characterisation of the chip for use in hadron collider
c^oiimeoy must inclute an evaluation of its resistance to ionising
radiation and neutrons, which will be carried out as soon as
packaging of a small preamplifier lot will be completed.
The; present design and layout were intended to explore
different technological solutions with the same set of masks. As
it appears from Fig. 2, the choice of the diode siring as a voltage
shifteris not optimal from the point of view of die silicon teal
estate. A resistive: voltage divider may result in a considerable
area saving. Also a layout targeted to the buried layer process
may exploit stricter design rules and reduce the spacing of the
components: allowing a further reduction of the size.
V. C O N C L U S I O N S

Fig. 8 Equivalent Noise-Chargeas:a function of the detector
simulating capacitance Cp. The time constant T appears
as a parameter in the family of curves.

The buried layer process seems to have provided a viable
approach to the design of monolithic IFET preamplifiers of
outstanding noise characteristics. Tests carried out on a
preamplifier employ ing at theinputaJl-fcL with 11400um gate
width have demonstrated that: the noise behaviour of the
It. is interesting to compare, the measured values of the; preamplifier is close to the one which would be expected if the
capacitance sensitivity dENC/dCrj obtained, from Fig. 8 with totaL noise referred at die preamplifier input were die thermal
the values that are expected theoretically under the assumption noise in the input device, thatis, the monolithic circuit approaches
that the only source of noise is the channel thermal noise in J j . the noise performances of a hybrid preamplifier using discrete
JFETs.
Such a comparison is carried outiir Table I.
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